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Completing these tasks helps you make progress in the game by guiding you toward important goals, but they also provide you with free gold, food, and even gems. Last edited by SiriXD on Fri Jan 14, 2022 9:03 am, edited 1 time in total. Monster Legends allows you to earn free gems by earning achievements, completing daily goals, completing daily
missions, and completing various other in-game tasks. Quest Clear Countdown Cap - Invisibility (no monster can touch you) - edit skills & slots with God charms Hopfully this will help with grinding issue. The game is free to download and play, and you can technically play as much as you want without paying any money. 1star Low Rank Gathering hub
quest for Great Izuchi, Jumped in the Frost Islands, rewards you with 120HR-exp points. Player Main Camera Static address Inf wirebug Collect Multiplier & Rewards x99 Instant Quest & Return to village Instant Quest complete (to give you time to harvest) Element Def updated to -> Armor & Element Def maxed Unlimited Quest Clear CD. Dunno if
its useful, but using Marcus table, it shows that my Zenny adress is 27A14268. Posts: 4 Joined: Sat Oct 03, 2020 8:44 pm Reputation: 0 Post by Beliartxu » Sun Jan 16, 2022 11:55 pm Will be possible to add no crafting requeriments, no upgrade requeriments and instantly break monster parts? Instant "true hit" Greatsword. 1/3/10 Evolve Your
Monsters Evolve a total of 5, 20, and finally 75 adult monsters. Posts: 1 Joined: Fri Jan 14, 2022 8:29 am Reputation: 0 Post by Dhuran » Fri Jan 14, 2022 8:33 am I know that this is still a work in progress. If you're able to unlock every tier of every achievement, you'll net about 300 gems. - One Hit KO - Movement Speed - 100% application of status
effects Paralyze/Sleep/Poison I love Monster hunter and i'm working all the time.. I will upload next week the updates. In addition to goals, the game also provides daily missions. Reaching end game is always tedious with the amount of gathering quests and silly hunts so the Movement speed + one hit is such a precious gem to rush end game with.
Mentally support: n123q45. That was fast! Zorai What is cheating? Im in EU, Play game in english, on steam. 1/3/10 Assist Your Friends Assist a total of 50, 250, and finally 2K buildings on your friends island. There is already a table with skills & slots and charms, I won't add anything that has been found already, because it should stay unique, just on
my side. Insterluda Table Makers Posts: 79 Joined: Sun Nov 10, 2019 5:02 pm Reputation: 104 Post by Insterluda » Sun Jan 16, 2022 9:51 pm alromaithi wrote: ↑Sun Jan 16, 2022 9:27 pm Is it possible to have below options similar to Switch MHR? alromaithi Cheater Posts: 28 Joined: Fri Jun 21, 2019 12:32 pm Reputation: 1 Post by alromaithi » Mon
Jan 17, 2022 7:30 am Insterluda wrote: ↑Sun Jan 16, 2022 9:51 pm alromaithi wrote: ↑Sun Jan 16, 2022 9:27 pm Is it possible to have below options similar to Switch MHR? 18.01.2022 New scripts added: Player immune to any knockbacks. Achievement How to Unlock It Number of Gems Gather Gold Collect a total of 500K, 10M, and finally 500M
gold from your habitats. 500 gold Hatch Eggs Hatch an egg. Upload your cheat tables here (No requests) Insterluda Table Makers Posts: 79 Joined: Sun Nov 10, 2019 5:02 pm Reputation: 104 Post by Insterluda » Thu Jan 13, 2022 12:52 am Credits: Tuuuup!, JC. Here are some of the ways you can get your hands on a few free gems here and there:
Level up by earning experience.Fight bosses on the adventure map.Fight in the monster arena.Clear meteorites on your island for a chance to find a gem.Log in every day and claim your daily bonuses.Watch ads and complete tasks in the Monsterwood once it unlocks. Posts: 4 Joined: Wed Jun 23, 2021 8:47 pm Reputation: 0 Post by Siracco » Sun Jan
16, 2022 2:49 pm Zorai wrote: ↑Thu Jan 13, 2022 9:29 pm Heya, your so fast at working on this one! I have Addresses for Zenny, points and Lagniapple's, where's the best place to submit them for the table? These are single element monsters, so they are weak against one element and strong against another. These missions are basic tasks like
hatching a monster or gathering gold, and completing each one provides you with a reward of gold, food, or gems. Each achievement in Monster Legends has three tiers, and the game provides you with an award for reaching each tier. bomb placements / done Player has all buffs ingame / in work Player Invisible for Monsters / done Player
coordinates / done, not released -> teleport hack in update 4.0 Craft anything you want -> made a promise for no release, sorry Inf harvest / in update 4.0 Never will be in script: Charms,armor editor, weapon editor. 1/3/10 Collect Stars Collect a total of 20, 100, and finally 300 stars from the adventure map. 1/3/10 Stolen Trophies Steal a total of 75,
750, and finally 5K trophies in the monster arena. Here's a quick rundown on rarities, elements, and legendary monsters to get you started. Please go here: viewtopic.php?p=232011#p232011 and give some rep. STN Founder Posts: 4356 Joined: Thu Mar 02, 2017 7:48 pm Reputation: 2355 Post by STN » Thu Jan 13, 2022 1:09 am Nice work getting
this cheat engine table out. So, go to gathering hub and serch in Cheat Engine for 4bit value bigger than 1 and smaller than for example, 300000. 500 gold Adventure Mode Fight a specific number of battles on the adventure map. Here are some examples of goals in Monster Legends: Goal How to Accomplish It Rewards Breed Firesaur With Treezard
Breed your two starting monsters together. Keep the list. after finished quest. 1/3/10 Receive Gifts Receive a total of 25, 500, and finally 2.5K gifts. ( added by Tuuuup! ) Please, if you use this table, give me credits for what I did. The Monsterwood isn't available until you have played the game for a while. Each of these monsters can be obtained by
breeding a specific pair of lower level monsters. 500 gold Log In Today Log into the game. Social Point, the developer of the game, is able to offer the game in this free-to-play format by selling a type of currency called gems, which can be purchased with real money (charged to your credit card). Rarity Evolves to Adult Max Level Notes Common Level
7 40 Single element Uncommon Level 10 60 Dual Element Rare Level 15 75 Dual Element Epic Level 25 90 Dual Element Legendary Level 25 100 Dual element, one is always legendary Legendary monsters are the most powerful creatures in Monster Legends, so you'll eventually want to get your hands on some to build the best team. 1/3/10 Feed
Your Monsters Feed a total of 25K, 300K, and 5M food. Posts: 1 Joined: Thu Jan 13, 2022 9:28 pm Reputation: 0 Post by Zorai » Thu Jan 13, 2022 9:29 pm Heya, your so fast at working on this one! I have Addresses for Zenny, points and Lagniapple's, where's the best place to submit them for the table? Thank you in advance! olenhol1 What is
cheating? 1/3/10 Monster Legends provides you with a set of goals that help get you started if you aren't sure what to do next. EmmaNielsen Noobzor Posts: 5 Joined: Thu Jan 09, 2020 8:50 pm Reputation: 1 Post by EmmaNielsen » Fri Jan 14, 2022 10:16 pm Hello.- I'm a really old-time monster hunter player, would it be possible to request following
cheats? to Tuuuup!, he is working with me on the table now! 28.02.2022: I don't remember how exactly I found invisible for player, need's more time to be done. Bypass max. time Inf Points after receive Set sidquests to 1, insta complete after 1 task optimized & requests: added weapon dmg reset script Own sector "Single scripts" As wished I've
separated them. Inf Hunger & Stamania Max Life & Recovery HP never stoping Inf Sharpness + white sharp level script which displays you pointer to: Sharp Level, Sharpness, Sharp_Duration PlayerInventory & Box 99 Items (be careful, it can cause a save fail, I am separating each and placing a pointer on it, so you can edit on your own) also it can
cause a crash. 150 food Collect Food From Farms Collect food from your farms two times. 500 gold Breed Monsters Breed a monster. This is personally all I care about can you share that alone? (dunno if capture differs in any way). Click the PC icon in Cheat Engine in order to select the game process. Goals and daily missions change, so you need to
tap the goals icon on the left side of the screen to see what they are in your own game. That would cost about $20 in the in-app shop, which is pretty decent for just playing the game. Repeat this quest and scan until you have your value. alromaithi Cheater Posts: 28 Joined: Fri Jun 21, 2019 12:32 pm Reputation: 1 Post by alromaithi » Sun Jan 16, 2022
9:27 pm Is it possible to have below options similar to Switch MHR? 23.01.2022 New scripts added: Inf Player Inventory usage Inf Monster special bar Inf Wyvern riding Inf debuff duration for Monster Inf placements of bombs Reset Monster Ultimate gauge bar(ultimate won't be used) Monster freeze (soft) Monster freeze 2.0 (hard, all enemies frozen
forever) Rampage Quest: Inf placements of constructions inf prep. 1/5/35 Remove Obstacles Remove a total of 10, 50, and finally 500 obstacles from islands. 1/3/10 Stolen Gold Steal a total of 50K, 2M, and finally 100M gold in the monster arena. Golibo/iStock/Getty Images Whether you just downloaded the game, or you're stuck and looking for a way
to get ahead, we've compiled all of the most important tips and tricks you'll need to get free gems, breed and raise some powerful monsters, and become a legend. 1 gem Here are some examples of daily missions in Monster Legends: Daily Mission How to Complete It Reward Complete All Daily Missions Complete all of the other goals for the day.
Dhuran What is cheating? Downloading any programs, providing your login information, or filling out any surveys that promise free gems for Monster Legends may open you up to phishing or malware. My HR-exp adress is 27A2B00C. Better monsters provide you with more gold and stand a better chance at winning fights. Element Strong Against
Weakest Against Fire Nature Water Nature Magic Fire Magic Metal Nature Metal Light Magic Light Dark Metal Dark Earth Light Earth Thunder Dark Thunder Water Earth Water Fire Thunder The most basic creatures in the game are common rarity monsters. Posts: 3 Joined: Mon Nov 08, 2021 7:03 pm Reputation: 0 Post by olenhol1 » Sun Jan 16,
2022 6:37 am Here is how I edited my HR. For instance, you get one gem for gathering 500,000 gold, three gems for gathering 10,000,000 gold, and 10 more gems once you collect 500,000,000 gold. SiriXD Noobzor Posts: 12 Joined: Sun Jul 07, 2019 11:00 am Reputation: 2 Post by SiriXD » Fri Jan 14, 2022 7:42 am Is it possible to have something to
increase invulnerability frames? 1/3/10 Stolen Food Steal a total of 10K, 250K, and finally 5M food in the monster arena. 150 food Lucky Master Open a specific number of chests. There are technically two types of in-game currency, gold, and gems, but gems are tremendously useful. Thank you very much. Playing a game like Monster Legends
without boosts from free gems can be hard, but there are a ton of ways to get legitimate gems just for playing the game. 150 food Feed Monsters Feed 1,600 food to your monsters. That means breeding monsters is extremely important in Monster Legends. Breeding them together can result in uncommon, rare, or epic dual element monsters. Also full
drop from monsters? After you return to gathering hub, scan for value INCREASED BY 120. God mode Player Invisible vs Monster Player Main Camera Onehit kill & damage multiplier God Mode & knockback immunity in once No reload bow gun Inf item usage improved for every object Zenni & Kamura Instant Quest finish for "tiny quests", give
feedback. But it'd be nice to have the ability to modify the damage of a currently equipped weapon. 4 gems Collect Gold From Habitats Gather a total of 7,500 gold from your habitats. It should narrow it down. Monster Legends has achievements, which you can earn by reaching specific milestones like gathering a set amount of gold or winning
battles. PeaceBeUponYou, helping me with assembly code. I am having Instant clear, skip quest cd. There are nine elements in Monster Legends, and each is strong against one element and weak against another. 250 gold and 160 food Start Your Adventure Battle enemy monsters on the adventure map. The chance of obtaining a legendary from such
a pairing is low, but it is the only way to get legendary monsters without paying for them. The specific breeding pairs required for obtaining legendaries changes from time to time, and new legendary monsters are added to the game from time to time, but these are some pairings you can try out: Legendary Monster Monster One Monster Two
Elements Arch Knight Goldcore Esthirel Legendary/Light Vadamagma Skipples Duchess Legendary/Fire Nemestrinus Rhynex Darknubis Legendary/Nature Rockantium Musu Terracrank Legendary/Earth Thorder Rabidex Tartarus Legendary/Thunder Lord of Atlantis Razfeesh Drop Elemental Legendary/Water Goldfield Erpham Drop Elemental
Legendary/Magic Darkzgul Fayemelina Darknubis Legendary/Dark Nebotus Obsidia Cthulhu Legendary/Dark Worker Hulk Pandalf Hyperion Legendary/Magic You can either take it slow while maximizing all of the opportunities the game provides, or you can pay a bunch of money to jump ahead. Good to hear, thank you and really appreciate your
good work. 1/3/10 Use Items Use a total of 10, 100, and finally 500 items in any battle. / very complicated. (if this info is useless, then how you can find yours (I hope)). The most important thing to understand about free-to-play games like Monster Legends is that there are two ways to play. got the timer too. 1/3/10 Level Up Your Monsters Level up a
total of 5, 15, and finally 50 monsters. After earning an achievement, goal, or daily mission, you need to tap the goals icon on the left side of the screen and then tap collect reward. Beliartxu What is cheating? Install Cheat Engine Double-click the .CT file in order to open it. After that, you go for said quest, and kill ONLY G.Izuchi (small ones dont
count so dont worry), and KILL it. When you unlock an achievement, you are awarded both experience and gems. You can use gems to buy powerful monsters and speed up things that would normally take a long time, so most cheats and exploits, as well as legitimate tips and tricks for playing the game, are centered around obtaining gems without
handing over any money. 1/10/10 Get Monsters Collect a total of 5, 20, and finally 50 different monsters. - Instant Quest Clear / complete mission - Skip Quest Clear Countdown - Freeze / 9999 Sec. Monster Legends is a mobile multiplayer role-playing game that you can play for free on both iOS and Android. I have also some kind of Invisibility,
monsters cannot attack you anymore. There are a lot of apps, sites, and online key-generators that promise to provide a bunch of free gold and gems, but it's best to avoid these supposed shortcuts. 1/5/25 Win Battles Win a total of 10, 250, and finally 2K matches in the monster arena. Even if they did work, using a cheat or hack would likely result in
your account being banned. Activate the trainer options by checking boxes or setting values from 0 to 1 Attachments MonsterHunterRise_Update_3.9.0.CT Updated to 3.9.0 Version.Invisible gone :( (64.67 KiB) Downloaded 9407 times MonsterHunterRise_Update3.5.CT without protection (119.62 KiB) Downloaded 6212 times
MonsterHunterRise_Update3.CT old version (37.26 KiB) Downloaded 340 times MonsterHunterRise_Update2.CT old version (14.37 KiB) Downloaded 107 times MonsterHunterRise_Update1.ct old version (15.92 KiB) Downloaded 110 times Last edited by Insterluda on Sun Feb 27, 2022 11:18 pm, edited 9 times in total. Value is 4bit, you can serch for
a unknown or some range of values depending on how far into the game. 1 gem Open Your First Free Chest Open a free chest. 1 gem While you can buy powerful monsters with gems, that isn't really a viable option unless you want to spend cash in the in-app store. Zenny,Apples,Kaura Pointers. Siracco What is cheating? 1/3/10 Gather Food Gather a
total of 100K, 2.5M, and finally 50M food from your farms. 1/3/10 Have Friends Make a total of 5, 20, and finally 100 friends. 1/3/10 Hatch Eggs Hatch a total of 10, 50, and finally 250 eggs. How to use this cheat table?
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